
PagerDuty delivers application event intelligence and the end-to-end response orchestration required to 

mobilize and coordinate response for better software and customer experiences. Visualize every dimension of 

the customer experience with unified views of application performance, infrastructure health, and incident 

response. With over 175 native integrations across your technology stack, industry-leading on-call automation, 

and collaboration workflows, orchestrate the right response every time to resolve incidents faster.

DIGITAL OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Understand the heath and common 

context of disruptions across your entire 

infrastructure with actionable, time-series 

visualizations of correlated events.

All teams get the same visibility for 

technical and business response 

orchestration, enabling better 

collaboration and rapid resolution.

Discover patterns in performance during build 

and in production for continuous delivery. 

View post-mortem reports to analyze system 

efficiency and employee agility

Event Intelligence. Response Orchestration. Better Software.

EVENT INTELLIGENCE RESPONSE ORCHESTRATION CONTINUOUS LEARNING AND DELIVERY



Dynatrace digital performance management redefines full-stack monitoring, with AI-powered tools that track all 
users and applications. Dynatrace’s automated applications and services monitoring integrates seamlessly with 
PagerDuty, and the combination delivers full-stack visibility for orchestrating the right response to incidents 
across IT infrastructures. Connecting PagerDuty to Dynatrace provides the real-time response that empowers 
business, operations and development teams to deliver better digital experiences.

Certified Integration
Connect Dynatrace to PagerDuty via the PagerDuty Action Plugin, available within the 
Dynatrace application or company website. With point-and-click setup via PagerDuty 
Connect, the plugin allows Dynatrace events to be forwarded to PagerDuty via the PagerDuty 
Events API.

Reduce Mean Time to Respond
Seamless sync between Dynatrace and PagerDuty enables Dynatrace to trigger and resolve 
incidents in PagerDuty.

Reduce Mean Time to Repair
Leverage PagerDuty’s best-in-class on-call automation with scheduling and escalations to 
ensure Dynatrace problem notifications are always routed to the right resource in real time. 
Notifications are enriched with remediation information, and trigger a collaboration workflow 
to ensure fast resolution.

Guaranteed Delivery
Easily customize notification requirements, methods, behavior and settings, ensuring that 
Dynatrace problem notifications across applications, services and infrastructure are always 
delivered to the right on-call engineer via PagerDuty. 

Learn More
See the PagerDuty Integration Guide and the Dynatrace Action Plugin page.
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https://www.pagerduty.com/docs/guides/dynatrace-integration-guide/
https://community.dynatrace.com/community/display/DL/PagerDuty+Action+Plugin?_ga=1.217945622.109471479.1486412699



